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Essential Questions

• How have our motivation “systems” changed over 
time?  Why?
• How do extrinsic motivators impact motivation? 
• What motivates people in creative, sustaining 

endeavors?  

Quick Write

What is your personal goal for your 
students?

Prediction Reaction Guide: 
Circle Response

1) Divide into groups of ___.  
2) Introduce yourselves.
3) One person reads the statement or 

question and pauses for think time.
4) Ball up the paper. Toss to another team 

member who has a chance to address the 
question or statement.  Continue tossing to 
a new team member until it gets back to 
the person who read the prompt.

Pink, D. (2009). Drive: The 
Surprising Truth About What 
Motivates Us. Riverhead 
Publishing.

Motivational Operating Systems

Sets of assumptions and protocols 
about how the world works and 
how humans behave, that run 
beneath our laws, economic 
arrangements, and business 
practices
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Motivation 1.0: Survival

Motivation 1.0 presumes that 
humans are biological creatures, 
struggling for survival. 

Motivation 2.0: Carrot and Stick

Motivation 2.0 presumes that 
humans respond to rewards and 
punishments in their environment.

Motivation 3.0: Intrinsic 
Motivation

Motivation 3.0 presumes that 
humans also have a third 
drive— to learn, to create, 
and to better the world.

Pink, Daniel H. (2011-04-05). Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us 
(Kindle Locations 2814-2817). Penguin Publishing Group. Kindle Edition. 

Quick Write

What is an example from your own life where…
• Survival motivated you to act?
• A reward or punishment was a powerful incentive?
• Learning and creativity were reward enough?

Listen and Sketch: How do extrinsic 
motivators impact motivation? 

Zooming in on Motivation 2.0:  
Rewards
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What happens with extrinsic 
rewards?

Rewards can transform an interesting task 
into a drudge. They can turn play into work. 
And by diminishing intrinsic motivation, they 
can send performance, creativity, and even 
upstanding behavior toppling like dominoes. 

Pink, Daniel H. (2011-04-05). Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us (Kindle Locations 501-504). Penguin Publishing
Group. Kindle Edition. 

“What’s in it for me?”

• Offer too small a reward and the 
agent won’t comply. But offer a 
reward that’s enticing enough to 
get the agent to act the first time, 
and the principal “is doomed to 
give it again in the second.” 
There’s no going back.

• Pink, Daniel H. (2011-04-05). Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us (Kindle Locations 737-738). 
Penguin Publishing Group. Kindle Edition. 

Something to Ponder

“Careful consideration of reward effects 
reported in 128 experiments lead to the 
conclusion that tangible rewards tend to have a 
substantially negative effect on intrinsic 
motivation,” they determined. “When 
institutions— families, schools, businesses, and 
athletic teams — focus on the short-term and 
opt for controlling people’s behavior,” they do 
considerable long-term damage.

Pink, Daniel H. (2011-04-05). Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us (Kindle Location 533). Penguin Publishing 
Group. Kindle Edition. 

Based on this research, what are 
some examples in education where 
rewards are counterproductive?

Carrots and Sticks:  The Seven 
Deadly Flaws

1. They can extinguish intrinsic motivation. 
2. They can diminish performance. 
3. They can crush creativity. 
4. They can crowd out good behavior.
5. They can encourage cheating, shortcuts, and 

unethical behavior. 
6. They can become addictive. 
7. They can foster short-term thinking.

• Pink, Daniel H. (2011-04-05). Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us (Kindle Locations 804-805). Penguin Publishing Group. Kindle Edition. 

When do “if-then” extrinsic 
rewards work?

• Short-term and routine

What is an example in schools where “if-then” 
rewards make sense?
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What about “now-that” 
rewards?

• Recognition

• Celebrations

• Positive feedback
• Not expected and routine

So which behaviors do we want 
to foster?

• Type X behavior 
is motivated by 
extrinsic desires 
and external 
rewards.

• Type I behavior is fueled more by 
intrinsic desires than extrinsic ones. 
The main motivator is the freedom, 
challenge, and purpose of the 
undertaking itself.

Which of these individuals 
will have more professional 
success and more personal 
fulfillment in the future?

“The secret to high performance and 
satisfaction in today's world is the deeply 
human need to direct our own lives, to learn 
and create new things, and to do better by 
ourselves and our world.”

How do we support autonomy?

Give people choice and control over:
• Task – What they do
• Time- When they do it
• Team – Who they do it with
• Technique – How they do it

Only engagement can produce 
MASTERY

Mastery is a 
mindset 

Mastery demands 
effort, grit and 
practice.

Mastery is 
never fully 
realized.

Humans seek purpose

To make a contribution and to be part of a 
cause greater and more enduring than 
ourselves
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So how can we use Project GLAD to support 
Motivation 3.0?

Make good 
decisions

Show 
respect

Solve 
problems

Intrinsically motivated people are more 
likely to:

T-Chart for Social Skills Essential Questions

• How have our motivation “systems” changed over 
time?  Why?
• How do extrinsic motivators impact motivation? 
• What motivates people in creative, sustaining 

endeavors?  

Thank you for coming today.  

• Please do a plus delta on your way out.


